
 Archangel Raphael has come to you. I have come, Ildikó, to heal your hearts, yours and every
person’s because you need the wounds to be healed that you have accumulated over the millennia. 
You need us and you need our help in order to get out of the purification or rather complete the
purification in a way that you would leave it with honesty, purity and honour.

A very difficult process is before you since in this process we are going to open your hearts.
We are going to open every person’s heart and the many pains and sorrows, the many sleepless
nights will burst out from every person’s heart you have also experienced in your former lives.
All the sadness is going to burden your hearts, souls and spirits that you have not really feel but
experienced by suppressing them in you.

These deep feelings are going to burst out of you and they are going to be one of the main sources
of change that you are going to feel about you.
This is the change that we are going to start in you.
I have told you all these so that you would not get frightened of it, but you must also know that the
change serves your good.
You must know that for us this change is that after it you will be able to live purely and honestly
and represent yourselves in the hope of a happier new world.
The hope you have nourished towards the heavenly world is now going to be realised here in your
earthly world.

But you must be pure and honest with yourselves to realise it, and see the world around you in a
purified state.And here is the promise of the heavenly world: it shall not fail you.
While it is also sure that you will have to act for yourselves. 
And it is also sure that you will have to stand trials, by which we mean physical trials, situations in
life,  conflicts,  lacks of energy brought  in from former lives,  which you have to overcome and
thereby create peace and harmony in you and, having survived these challenges, see yourselves in
love.

This is what makes this process difficult since the many disharmonies that are going to reach you
multiplied shall  drift  you towards more difficult  life tasks and situations,  but in those who can
overcome them the hope appears that they may able to create love in their hearts, stand on their own
feet by getting purified with their own strength and create a world around them in which they can
experience themselves in happiness.
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